Buying Textbooks Local & Online:
http://www.uas.alaska.edu/bookstore
If buying local, click “Local Textbooks” and choose the term. Then, select each box corresponding to the departments of your specific classes before clicking “Continue to Get Course Materials.”

Fall 2011 distance textbooks are available for ordering....
Fall 2011 local textbooks are available for viewing.
Both are subject to change!!!!
**Voucher information is shown below**
Select the boxes corresponding to your specific classes before clicking “Continue to Get Course Materials.” You will then be able to view and buy your books.
If buying distance textbooks click “Distance Textbooks,” then “MBS Direct.”

Fall 2011 distance textbooks are available for ordering....
Fall 2011 local textbooks are available for viewing.
Both are subject to change!!!!
**Voucher information is shown below**

DISTANCE TEXTBOOK INFORMATION

What courses require distance textbooks?
Juneau courses with a section number of JD1 or JD1, Sitka courses with a section number of UT1 or TD1 and Ketchikan courses with section number of KD1 or KD1 are considered distance courses and require distance textbooks.

How do I get my distance textbooks?
Juneau, Sitka and Ketchikan students need to order their distance textbooks from MBS Direct. MBS is an online bookstore. Orders can be placed by phone, mail, or online. Students will want to place their orders early to allow time for shipping. Generally allow 7 to 10 days for shipping.

How do I contact MBS Direct?
Phone: 1-800-325-3252
Online: http://direct.mbsbooks.com/ualaska.htm
Mail: MBS Direct
PO Box 597
After clicking “MBS Direct” you will automatically be transferred to the MBS site. Choose the option that applies to you.
If using financial aid/agency funding to pay for books, you can obtain an MBS Voucher.
If you chose not to use a voucher or student financial aid to pay for books, then you will need to choose your term and program.
After selecting your specific classes, you will be able to view and buy the required books.
Contact the bookstore:

• Bookstore/Administrative Services
• Mailstop: BKS 1
  11798 Glacier HWY
  Juneau, AK 99801
• Phone: (907)796-6401
• Fax: (907)796-6398
• Email: bookstore@uas.alaska.edu